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Who we help
We assist anyone who provides ongoing unpaid care to
a partner, spouse, child, family, friend or neighbour.
This care includes help with daily living activities such as
housework, transport, health care, shopping and meals,
reading and writing, emotional and mental support and
personal care.

Carers ACT
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Why we help
We support, connect and empower carers to maintain
their caring role and personal wellbeing.
We are the peak body for carers in the ACT and work
with industry and government to make Canberra
a more carer-friendly city. We provide carers with a
range of services and supports across the ACT and
Southern NSW to assist them with their caring role.
We are also a proud member of the National Network of
Carer Associations.

Carers ACT
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How we help
**Linking to Services and Supports
**Taking a Break
**Counselling
**Support Groups
**Educational Workshops
**Social & Therapeutic Activities
**Coordinating NDIS Plans
Carers ACT

**Representing Carers’ Views Through Advocacy
**Training Carers on How to Have Their Say
**Supporting Carers Under 18
**Supporting Mental Health Carers
**Supporting Indigenous Carers
**Deakin Cottage for Dementia & Ageing
**Developing Independent Living Skills
3
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Why we do i t
14
in

mental health

carers experience a high degree of

worry, anxiety
or depression.
1

Carers ACT

16%

of carers of people with

dementia
have contemplated
suicide more than
once in a year.2

4

Carers experience

greater financial hardship
with some carers having a

42%

lower income
than non carers.3
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18%

of carers only have

Carers have the

lowest wellbeing

levels of any group in society.

face to face social contact
4

One third of carers

40
care for

hours

or more each week,

reducing opportunities
for work and

social contact.

7

Carers ACT

once every 3 months.5

Young carers are

48%

less likely to
complete Year 12

or equivalent than non carers
because of their caring role.8
5

Over one third of carers are

living with disability

15
themselves, with

in

experiencing severe or
profound limitation.6

41% of older carers

10

(65+) have been caring for

years
or more, increasing
the social, emotional, physical and
economic challenges
they face.9
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How did we go?
95%

of carers reported

feeling heard,
supported and
respected
by Carers ACT.

93%

87%

of carers reported that
the supports Carers ACT
provided helped them to

of carers felt
that Carers ACT

understood
what issues were

manage their role
as a carer.

important to carers.

90%
of carers felt

able to deal with
issues
that they sought help for
from Carers ACT.

(Source: Carers ACT Carers Satisfaction Survey, July 2017)

Carers ACT
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Reaching out
Raised awareness of carers through

25

media interviews
and stories.

Carers ACT

Connected with carers and community through

128%

increase in followers on

Facebook.

7

and

49%
increase on

Twitter.
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Young

Taralga

Boorowa
Binalong

Where

Goulburn

Yass
Murrumbateman

Canberra

we support carers

Braidwood

In the ACT we offer a full range of carer support services.
In Southern NSW we provide supports that enable carers to
take a break and lower their stress levels. We also link them
to other carer supports in the region.

Batemans Bay
Moruya

Adaminaby

Bodalla

Cooma
Jindabyne

Narooma
Bermagui

Thredbo Village

Bega
Tathra
Merimbula
Delegate

Carers ACT

Eden
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Our Carers’
S tories

Carers ACT
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Empowering
through
Information
David’s Story
David cares for his grandfather,
helping him with day-to-day living
tasks, but he began to feel burnt
out and time-constrained and
needed other options.
For many years, David was helping
his grandfather with everyday tasks
such as taking him to appointments,
maintaining the garden and helping
with home maintenance. As his
grandfather aged, his health and
ability to do things for himself
declined so David was being called
on to do more and more. David was
very willing and happy to help his
grandfather — they have always
had a special relationship — but he
was struggling to find the time
in between his work and family
commitments and was beginning
to burn out.

Carers ACT

David had no knowledge of the
support available for people who
were ageing or for their carers. Like
many family members, he didn’t
realise that he was a “carer” —
he felt that he was just doing what
any grandson would. After many
hours of searching the internet for
information, David was still unsure
and decided to call Carers ACT.
We explained the aged care
system and home care packages
to him. We recommended
that his grandfather have an
Aged Care Assessment and helped
David with information on how
to book one. Our assistance has
helped David with a plan to move
forward, feeling reassured that his
grandfather will be supported and
David will have some time back to
focus on his own family.
“It’s good to hear that I was on the
right track with my thinking about
the situation. I’ll have a chat to my
grandfather about how he’d like to
proceed with his home care package
— he’ll be pleased that I can show
him evidence of what he is eligible
for under the package, so thank
you very much for providing the
information and for all your support.”

10
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We help carers sort out the
maze of services, find the
most suitable ones, fill out
the complex paperwork
and liaise with agencies.
This saves them hours
of time and ensures they
get accurate, up to date
information without
being overwhelmed.

We ran our Creating
Connections Expo to

250

directly link over
carers and
40 local disability
and mental health

service providers.

We link

carers to
vital services

4500
Over

such as My Aged Care,
NDIS and the
Mental Health system.

Carers helped
with their caring role

Carers ACT
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Supporting
& Resourcing
Carers
Sharon’s Story
Sharon, a single mother of
three, cares for her 18 year old
daughter Keely, who has a physical
disability and needs intensive care,
which Sharon is unable to provide.
“I came to Carers ACT in 2010,
before the NDIS was in place,
to get help caring for Keely. They
helped me with so many practical
things that made my day-to-day
life manageable. Every time I needed
something they’ve been there,
helping me connect to supports
I needed. I wouldn’t have coped
without them.
But I was so busy looking after
Keely that I had no time left for my
other two children and felt guilty.
Carers ACT stepped in and got Jess
and Lachlan onto its Young Carers
program, connected them to social
activities and even organised driving
lessons for Lachlan.”
Carers ACT
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Two years ago Keely’s health
deteriorated and she went
to hospital, needing a registered
nurse 24/7. But the NDIS would
only fund a part-time nurse so
Sharon had no choice but to leave
her daughter in hospital. There was
nowhere else for Keely to go. That
was two years ago.
Ever since then Sharon and
her younger daughter Jess
have visited Keely in hospital
every day. They’re both feeling
incredibly stressed.
We were aware that Sharon was
struggling to be both a carer and
a mother so we offered to support
both those roles. Recognising
that one-on-one time with Jess
was very important, we organised
opportunities for Sharon and Jess
to have some special ‘girl’ time and
a much-needed break from the
hospital. Knowing Jess dreamed
of becoming a vet, we arranged a
unique ‘Walk on the Wild Side’ full
day tour at Canberra Zoo.
“I am so touched and appreciative
that Carers ACT is supporting me in
all areas of my life as a carer. I don’t
know any other organisation that
could do that.”
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Respite is much more than just
replacement care.
We give carers an opportunity
to reduce their stress through:
in or out of home care,

recreational activities,
assistance with purchasing
products or equipment that
makes caring tasks easier and
educational support.

700
We helped over

carers to
unwind with
tickets to musicals,
craft shows, football games
and comedy shows.

We support carers of people who are ageing
by arranging three types of short-term in or
out‑of‑home care for their cared for person:
in‑home help provided by support workers,

cottage respite in a home-like setting
and residential respite
at an aged care home.

We held 4 retreats
so approximately

300
carers could

have a break

from caring and enhance
their wellbeing and social
connections.

Carers ACT
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Counselling
& Integrating
Support
Odette’s Story
Odette cares for her ageing
mother, but the impact on her
family and work life led her to
become resentful and frustrated
so she sought out counselling to
put her life back.
Odette's opening words at her first
counselling session were “At 58 I feel
my life is over and I don't know how
to carry on!” Her mother's increasing
frailty and physical health needs
were demanding more of her time
both at home and at work.
Resentful of having to give up her
job, together with a lack of sibling
support and frustration with her
mother’s hearing difficulties,
Odette became increasingly irritable,
anxious and depressed.

Carers ACT

Through counselling, we made a
referral to My Aged Care for an ACAT
assessment to get a Home Care
Package. In the meantime, we
provided interim in-home care and
respite support. We also connected
her to an education program on
hearing aids. The respite support
allowed her to start spending time
with her friends and pursuing other
activities that she enjoyed.
“I now have room to dream again!
I’ve set myself a personal goal to go
back to study and start a new career
as a Community Support Worker in
the disability and aged care field.
The experience and skills I gain will
help me to care for Mum, the flexible
working hours will help me manage
my work–home balance and the
money I’ll earn will help to relieve
my financial stress.
I couldn’t believe that with only a few
counselling sessions I’ve managed
to turn my life around. I now have
a greater understanding of Mum,
myself and my caring role, and that’s
strengthened my self-confidence
and resilience. I finally feel like I’m in
control again!”

14
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We gave guidance
and support to

413

carers through

counselling
sessions.

Our carers found that

talking things over

with our counsellors was a
helpful experience and in many
cases enabled them to put their

lives back
on track

Our counsellors provide
guidance in behaviour management,
coping strategies, loss and grief and
relationship challenges. They help carers
regain perspective and realise
the value of caring for themselves.

much quicker than
they’d hoped.

Carers ACT
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Sometimes the stresses
and demands of caring
bring up difficult emotions.
Our counsellors
help carers to explore
ways of dealing with
difficult situations and to

build their capacity,
confidence
and resilience
so they could balance all areas
of their lives.
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The Power of
Peer Support
Li’s Story
Li is a carer for her daughter
Kim, who has a long-term
chronic illness. Support groups
have given Li a new lease on life.
“I wanted to go to a Carers ACT
support group but I couldn’t
leave my daughter. Carers ACT
suggested I bring her with me and
they organised a support worker to
keep her company while I went to
the meetings. I was so grateful that
they could make arrangements to
suit my situation. I could then relax
and enjoy the company of the other
people in the support group.

Carers ACT

I wasn’t sure how I would go at first
but the group was very welcoming
and supportive. Their generosity in
sharing their stories and experiences
was amazing and I was able to see
possibilities in my own life I hadn’t
thought of.
For instance, after the other carers
in the group talked about how
important self-care was, I started
going to pottery lessons and a
craft class every week — things I’ve
wanted to do for a long time but
haven’t because I’ve always put
Kim first. It’s given me a reason to
‘scrub up’ again and an opportunity
to talk to others. I feel more alive
than I have in many years.”

16
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We supported carers to

share and connect
with other carers in over

100
sessions
across

14 support groups.

Our 14 diverse support groups give
carers valuable opportunities to
share feelings, experiences,
strategies and information with
other carers who understand
them in a safe, comfortable
environment where there is

no judgement.

Carers ACT

Support groups lead
to carers forming

new friendships
which provide vital
emotional and

social support.

17

We host or facilitate

support groups

for mental health,
multicultural, mature aged,
veterans’ partners
and ASD carers.
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Balancing
Work &
Caring
Peter’s Story
Peter has been caring for his wife
Fran for the last ten years. With the
introduction of her NDIS package,
he was able to resume work but
was unsure how to proceed.
“I recently attended a Carers
ACT seminar on re-entering the
workforce and it made the world of
difference for me. Thank goodness
I went! I’ve been out of the workforce
for a long time while I was caring for
my wife. But with her NDIS package,
I was able to go back to work
part-time.

Carers ACT
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I quickly realised that it was easier
said than done though. I never
needed a resume before or sat
in front of an interview panel.
The seminar facilitator from
Face 2 Face was fabulous. She sat
down with me one-to-one and we
wrote my resume. She then created
two videos for me — one to send
to recruiters and one for potential
employers. It all helped to get me a
job as a community service worker.
If I hadn’t gone to the seminar I
wouldn’t have had the knowledge
and skills to approach potential
employers. So the NDIS gave me the
opportunity and Carers ACT gave me
the skills. I now feel more confident
and independent and enjoy the
variety in my day.”
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We ran workshops
on topics such as:
Returning to the Workforce,
Wills/Power of Attorney/Trusts,
Beginners’ Computers Course,
Budgeting, Advanced Care
Planning, CPR, Back Care
and Dementia Education.

Over

500

Our education workshops equip
carers with vital skills,
boosting their confidence
and resilience and
reducing their anxiety.

carers enhanced

their knowledge

of caring issues through our

education workshops.

Carers ACT
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Rebuilding
Social
Connections
& Supports
Nadia’s Story
Nadia cares for her young son
Sam, who has autism. Having lost
her social network, she felt very
isolated and was looking for
opportunities to re-connect.
“I used to really enjoy meeting
up with the other mums in our
playgroup and sharing advice
and friendship. But when Sam’s
autism kicked in the invites for
playdates stopped because my
friends didn’t understand or
know how to deal with autism.
They couldn’t handle Sam’s
behaviour and their children didn’t
want to play with him anymore
because he bit them. They
kept making up excuses for not
including me.

Carers ACT

I felt so lonely and socially isolated.
As a young mum I had lost my
support network. It was a stressful,
unhappy time.
Then someone suggested I call
Carers ACT. What a difference it has
made to me! They invited me to a
three day retreat where I met lots of
other carers and even some other
mums who had autistic children.
Finally — people who understood
me and what I was going through.
I made some great friends that
weekend and we regularly go
to Carers ACT support groups
together now and to lots of their
social activities.
They’re helping me to rebuild my
social network and this time it has
people who accept Sam and don’t
judge me.
I really wish I’d found Carers
ACT sooner. They’ve helped me
to find myself again and to work
out how to put self-care back into
my week. I feel like a different
person.”

20
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18%

of carers only had

face to face
social contact once
every 3 months.
10

Taking time out is extremely important as stress and

tension can drain energy levels and affect health. By participating
in our activities carers are able to maintain their health
and wellbeing, reduce their social isolation,
have time away from their identity as a carer and

develop new interests.

Carers ACT
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We provide carers with a wide
range of social activities
such as art tours of
galleries, walking groups,
movies and cuppas,
dementia lunches,
Sunday social lunches,
Men’s Burger and Beer nights
and musical and comedy shows.
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“I was really
stressed out and
had to get out
of the house.
So I went to the Movies and Cuppa session.
The movie was great and felt like fairytale escapism.
It helped take my mind away from my situation,
made me feel re-energised and let me see things
from a new perspective. I realised then how
important it was to give myself time just for me.”
– Dave

“I love the mon thly
social walking group
— it’s my time out. We go to a different scenic place each month,
socialise with other carers and share a nice meal at the end of the walk.
I find it’s also great for clearing my head and reducing my stress.”
– Margaret
Carers ACT
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Connecting
Carers to Self
Care Activities
Margrit’s Story
Margrit is busy caring for her
daughter, brother and ageing
parents so realises that she needs
regular time out for herself to
manage her stress and enhance
her wellbeing.
“As a carer of a daughter, brother
and aged parents, my head is
always buzzing with case managing,
strategic planning and worry about
my family. I realised that I had to
make time just for me so I could
de-stress, relax and recharge
my batteries.
I decided to try the Carers
ACT photography course and
found it very therapeutic —
both the photography and the
supportive company. My new hobby
gives me a chance to remove the
focus off caring for a little while.”

Carers ACT
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This activity not only provided
Margrit and the other photographers
with a break and an opportunity to
connect with other carers, but it also
enabled them to develop skills in a
new interest or hobby that they could
pursue in their own time as a stress
management tool.
The course was so successful that
carers are continuing to meet with
our facilitator and practising their
skills at various locations around
Canberra. They have formed
new friendships and even set up
Instagram accounts so they can
share their photos.
“I’m hooked now and it’s a great
break from the constant stresses
at home.”
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Carers have the

lowest
wellbeing
level of any group in society.11
This amazing photo of the Milky Way was taken by Luis, a carer, who was
inspired after gaining new skills at our photography ctourse.

Our

therapeutic activities

We offer

stress management

supported over

750

opportunities through T’ai Chi,
yoga, pamper days, art therapy,
writing therapy, photography,
golf days and wellness days.

carers to

feel re-energised.
Carers ACT
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Advocating for
Carers
Mary’s Story
Mary cares for her young son John,
who has ASD, anxiety and OCD.
When she lost 75% of her son’s
NDIS funding and access to vital
supports, his behaviour changed
and she became concerned
for him.
Mary’s son had completed
two successful years in school,
supported by access to psychosocial
services provided by his NDIS plan.
Shortly after the NDIS withdrew
75% of his funding — and therefore
his supports — John began to show
signs of behavioural regression
and trauma.
“John became highly anxious
and distressed about losing
those supports. He loved them
and relied on them. Knowing that
there wasn’t a safety net and

Carers ACT

resources anymore that we could
access quickly and easily through
the NDIS affected both our mental
health and wellbeing. It just
wasn’t working.”
Mary approached Carers ACT for
help and advice. Our advocacy
program staff worked with her
to appeal the decision through
writing letters, attending meetings
and linking her into a legal support
service. She was successful in getting
her son’s supports reinstated and his
behaviour and wellbeing has since
improved.
“Thank goodness everything is back
to normal and John is doing well
at school again. I’ve got my happy
boy back.”

25
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Our advocacy
service helps carers

in the ACT to negotiate
complex systems, link
into financial or legal
service support and access
services such as the Human
Rights Commission and
the Ombudsman. We help
carers to build their

52

We helped 68

carers and

foster and
kinship carers
advocate for better
rights.

self-advocacy skills
and be more prepared
when negotiating with
service providers.

We launched our

Kinship and
Foster Carers
Advocacy Service

Our self-advocacy
training empowered

38

to provide kinship and
foster carers with a voice
when communicating
with youth organisations.
This service is the first of its
kind in the ACT for carers
and their families.

carers to speak up
for themselves.

Carers ACT
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Balancing
School &
Caring
Miguel’s Story
Miguel, 15, cares for two of his
younger siblings, who have
epilepsy and ADD, and for
his mother.
“Most days are pretty crazy. I help
get everyone ready in the morning
with breakfast and getting dressed.
Then I’ll get myself ready. I’m in Year
9 at school so school is pretty busy.
After school I have to come straight
home to help around the house and
try to play with my younger brother
so he’s not getting into trouble
around mum. Then we have dinner
and I help the younger kids get ready
for bed before I can start studying.
So I don’t get much time to do
my assignments.
I miss out on a lot being a carer.
Mum is so sick she can’t work, so we
don’t have a lot of money.

Carers ACT
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That means I can’t do a lot of
fun things. I’ve wanted to play
basketball for ages but since mum
can’t get me to training or to the
games I can’t play. I also wanted to
do cadets but it’s too hard to get
there with everything at home and
the cost.
I joined the Young Carers program
with Carers ACT last year and that’s
been really good. They helped with
school uniforms and school shoes
and even my Year 9 school camp.
It was great to have a few days break
from caring. They’ve done heaps of
other stuff too like helping me get
my Responsible Service of Alcohol
certificate so I could get a part-time
job at the shop down the road.
A few weeks ago I also did a great
cooking program with them.
I learned some easy recipes to help
out with dinner at home and got to
hang out with other young carers
like me each week. Carers ACT also
took me to a media training course
and up to Parliament House to meet
some politicians. I even got to go
on TV and radio to talk about being
a young carer! So yeah, I’ve done
a bunch of cool things I probably
wouldn’t have done if I hadn’t gone
to Carers ACT.”
2017 Annual Report
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We supported

381

young carers
to balance school,

During the school holidays we take
young carers on fun trips to give
them a short-term break from caring
and have fun socialising with
other carers. This year we went
to the zoo and to Wee Jasper caves.

1 in 10
carers is under

25.

12

home and caring.

We support young
carers to balance school,
home and caring by

assisting with tuition,
educational resources,
in-home support,
counselling,
life skills and social
opportunities with other young
carers. Our support enables
young carers to finish
school or a vocational
training program.

Carers ACT
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There are approximately

2 young
carers

Our unique

Shaw Work & Care
Scholarships
support carers in pursuing
and developing their
education and training
qualifications. This year
we enabled

in every school classroom.13

eight carers

Our young carers loved being
involved in our very successful five
week cooking program
where they learned basic
cooking techniques, built a
collection of simple recipes to use
at home and had fun with other
young carers. For one parent
this interaction was
priceless as her child found
it difficult to connect to others
at school.

to start new

apprenticeships or
trade certificates

in disability, business
management, learning
assistance, plumbing,
vet studies, justice and beauty.

Carers ACT
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Building
Mental Health
Awareness
Bill’s Story
Bill, a father of two, cares for Tania,
his younger daughter, who has
a mental illness. He was looking
for opportunities to broaden
his knowledge and advocate
for teenagers living with mental
health issues.
“Ever since Tania was diagnosed
I’ve been keen to gather as much
knowledge on the issue as I could.
So I was thrilled when Carers
ACT supported 17 staff from my
department — all of whom care
for a child with a mental illness
— to attend the Generation Next
conference on Youth Mental Health.
This conference was very stimulating
and the best I’d been to in years.
It sparked some great conversations
amongst the carers and plugged
some key gaps in my knowledge,
giving me some new ideas.
Carers ACT

We all now have a greater knowledge
of how to approach our caring roles.
I was also delighted to see that a
number of supportive friendships
have been forged amongst the
carers which I feel sure will benefit us
(and the young people we care for)
for many years to come.“
Bill was also interested in having
a greater say with policy makers
on mental health issues but
didn’t know how, so we registered
him in our Carer Advocacy
Training program. He now feels
empowered to speak on behalf of
carers to ensure their needs are
taken into account.
“I now know how to say what I want
to say and to whom. That’s given
me greater confidence and hope
for the future.”
30
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841
We had

We are the peak body
for mental health carers in
the ACT.

subscribers to our
Mental Health
Carers Voice.

We ran a successful

We empower mental health carers by
sharing knowledge through
forums and workshops, encouraging them to

Mental Health
Forum to help

participate in policy development
and providing them with advocacy
training so they can speak up
for themselves.

mental health carers
understand and
navigate a constantly
changing system.

Carers ACT
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Campaigning
for Change
We wrote

2 national
and

16 local

policy submissions
to advocate for carers’

needs and rights.

We developed information
resources on how to safeguard
older carers at risk of financial,
emotional and physical abuse.
Carers ACT

We represented
carers on

35

committees and
forums.

32

We lobbied for an

ACT Carer Strategy

and received $250,000 from the
ACT Government to begin consulting
with carers on their priority areas and
actions for making Canberra a more

carer-friendly city.
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Supporting
Indigenous
Carers
Sally’s Story
Sally is an Aboriginal woman
and a single parent caring for
her young son who has severe
autism. When things became
overwhelming at home she sought
help to put her life back on track.
Like most carers, Sally had her
good days and her bad days.
Unfortunately, at one stage one
bad day followed another and
Sally became overwhelmed with
her situation. She felt very isolated,
lonely and stressed and began
experiencing severe depression.
Luckily, she had the strength to call
Carers ACT. We put her in touch
with our Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Coordinator who
immediately arranged for a range

Carers ACT

of supports for Sally and wrote
a support letter to ACT Housing
requesting a more suitable home to
meet her son’s needs.
To minimise Sally’s loneliness
and isolation, our Coordinator
suggested she come along to our
fortnightly Nguluway Cultural
Art Group. Sally initially refused,
saying she didn’t socialise very well
and couldn’t paint. But after more
persuading by our Coordinator,
Sally came along to meet the group.
“I’ve now come to every class,
made lots of new friends and love
the painting! One of the men in
the group, David, is really good with
dot painting and gave us a few tips.
I even got so inspired by the dot
painting shirt he often wears to the
class that I’m trying it at home now
with my son.
“The help Carers ACT has given me
has made me feel so much better
and more positive about the future.
I’m really grateful to the Coordinator
for all her support — and for pushing
me to come to this group. Things are
looking up again!”

33
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We have a dedicated
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Coordinator who works
closely with Indigenous carers and
their families to provide respite and
cultural opportunities.

Our fortnightly Nguluway

Ar t
group
gives our carers a

therapeutic break from caring

This year Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander carers
joined us on a ‘yarning trip’ for a few days
break from their caring role and for the opportunity to

connect with culture.

and a chance to mix with other carers and
work on culturally-based projects.
Carers ACT
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Living with
Dementia
& Ageing
Maree’s Story
When Alice developed dementia
several years ago her daughter
Maree became her full-time carer
— a role that turned Maree’s life
upside down.
“Looking after mum’s been a big
strain on my family. We were all
unprepared and thinking ‘what’s
happened to our perfect world’?
One of my teenage sons developed
a chronic illness around the time I
started caring for Mum so my stress
levels went through the roof.
Then I found out about
Deakin Cottage and it’s been
a lifesaver. Mum is really active and
needs to be stimulated. I just don’t
have the time and energy. But the
staff there do.

Carers ACT
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They make it a really happy place.
When Mum gets there she just
lights up. She loves going there
and it provides her with the vital
social interaction she so enjoyed
before her dementia. It’s a part of
our family routine now and the staff
are wonderful — I can talk about
anything with them.
Leaving Mum at the Cottage on
a regular basis meant I could
re‑connect with my children and give
them the attention they deserved
and were missing. I could do family
things again, like going to watch
my sons play soccer. Without the
Cottage I couldn’t do it. It’s as simple
as that.”
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Our clients enjoy day trips
around Canberra, gardening
and growing vegetables,
preparing meals and
cleaning up, maintaining
the chook house,
woodwork projects,
music and
sing-alongs, bingo,
memory games and craft.

We supported

132
families

to have a vital break
from caring through our
Deakin Cottage.

Our ‘home away from home’ Deakin Cottage provides a
welcoming environment in which carers can leave their
dementia or ageing parent or partner for short stays, enabling them
to take a break from caring. The Cottage has four
comfortable bedrooms and can cater for
4 overnight and 12 daytime guests. This ‘boutique’ size means we can
give each client a personalised experience,
tailoring activities to their own interests.

Carers ACT
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We assist clients with

everyday living skills,

socialisation and memory retention.
We focus on their interests and on
building friendships so
they feel welcome and stimulated.
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Developing
Emotional
Resilience
Paul’s Story
Paul, 24, was born with Downs
Syndrome and lives with his mother
Amy, who is his full-time carer.
His mother is very supportive of
the program as it has taught him
cooking and social skills.
When Paul first started going to the
Carers ACT disability program he
struggled with small tasks, like using
cooking utensils, and had little
safety awareness in the kitchen.
But through the program he’s
developed confident cooking skills.
He now proudly cooks his own
breakfast and even light meals for
family and relatives when they visit.
“When having dinner at night
together, Paul can’t stop talking
about how much he loves coming to
the program. All the carers who pick
up Paul from the program always say
Paul is so happy when he leaves.
The most important benefit of the
program for Paul has been the daily
gym sessions.
Carers ACT
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They’ve been wonderful for his
mental and physical wellbeing.
Paul’s father sadly passed away
when he was 10 and Paul is still
struggling dealing with the loss.
But the Muscle Club has given him
a new focus and he’s become very
fitness orientated. “He’s always
talking about his muscles ‘look at my
big muscles’. He’s always flexing his
muscles at me, and telling me how
much he loves the gym”. It’s also
challenging his emotions. Now when
he becomes emotional thinking of
his father he pushes even harder to
achieve his goals, saying ‘my dad
would be so proud of me’.“
Carers ACT has also worked with Paul
to develop his social skills. Initially shy
with new people and struggling to
make conversation, and obsessing
over his father’s passing, Paul now
approaches people in the gym,
shakes their hand or high fives
them. He also often encourages
other participants and members
of the community to live an active,
healthy lifestyle. He even took a big
step out of his comfort zone by doing
a TV interview about the program.
Paul’s happiness when interacting
with the community is infectious
and is helping to spread the
realisation that people with
disability are beautiful.
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Overcoming
Physical
Challenges
Karen’s Story
Karen, 33, was diagnosed with
muscular dystrophy at a young age.
She lives with her mother, Vera who
is her full-time carer.
Karen has been struggling with MD
most of her life so many of the things
that we take for granted, like walking
upstairs, can be really challenging
for her.
“I get so embarrassed when I fall
all the time, but my knees just
give way”, she says.
When Karen began attending
the gym through the Carers ACT
disability program, she set herself
a challenge. By completing just
one extra minute per week in her
fitness plan Karen was able to
reach her goal. “I am just so happy
with myself, I didn’t think I could
do it”, she said.
Whilst out in the community Karen
now refuses the assistance of staff
to go up and down stairs saying,
Carers ACT

“I can do it by myself now”. This has
given her a new confidence in herself
to meet and exceed goals because
“you believed in me”.
Karen also enjoys participating in
the program’s cooking activities,
with the staff working closely with
Karen to develop a wide range
of cooking skills and abilities.
With her newfound skills, Karen now
confidently assists with meals at
home and is always happy to show
off her culinary talents when friends
and family come over for dinner.
Karen also loves to help our disability
staff in the office, learning basic
administration skills which has now
added to her employability, and
amazing her mother with what she
can now do.
Parents often find that, as much as
they want to, they just don’t have the
time and resources to teach many of
these living skills. Carers ACT provide
an environment and opportunities
where participants can experiment
and learn these things. “I love
coming to ‘the Hub’ because it
means my mum can have a break
from caring for me and gets to do
the things she loves without having
to worry about me. She looks
so well-rested when I get home,
I love being able to share all my
stories about how great my day was
with her.”
38
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Working
Towards
Employment

Since returning to the program
the staff have been working closely
to further Daniel’s independent
living skills. Daniel is now cooking
meals from start to finish at home for
himself and his mother.

Daniel’s Story

We were delighted to hear that
Daniel recently began working at
Coffee Guru. “Daniel is doing so
well at Coffee Guru,” Sylvia said.
“All because of the work you have
done with him over the years.
The regular customers and staff all
love seeing Daniel at work.”

Daniel, 31, was born with
Down Syndrome. He lives
with his mum Sylvia who is his
full-time carer. Since Daniel began
participating in programs at
Carers ACT Daniel has come leaps
and bounds and his mum is thrilled
with the results.
Daniel started coming to Carers ACT
in 2015, joining the hospitality
training program and the I Love
Cooking program. The staff worked
closely with Daniel to develop his
cooking, cleaning, coffee making
and customer service skills to assist
Daniel’s employability. He graduated
from the hospitality program in
December last year. He and his
mother were both so proud.
After graduating, Daniel was sadly
diagnosed with cancer, but once
he was in remission one of the first
things he wanted to do was join the
Carers ACT family again.
Carers ACT
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Daniel also volunteers at the
Salvation Army one day a week,
with his mother telling us that the
other volunteers at the Salvation
Army have been impressed by
Daniel’s skills and initiative. On his
first day he asked the staff “Where is
the vacuum cleaner? I’ll vacuum the
floor for you.”
As our Disability Program Supervisor
said: “Daniel has worked so hard over
the years. It’s so heart-warming to
see it all paying off for him and see
how it’s helping Sylvia in her caring
role. It’s been an absolute honour to
support such a talented individual
to achieve his goals and dreams.
Daniel’s happy, bubbly character is
very infectious to everybody who
crosses his path.”
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Supporting Young Adults
with Disability to Live
More Independently
We supported

99

carers through our

disability
services.

Our program encourages
participants to be

involved in
the community

Our participants

Our

Independent
Living Skills
Program

supports carers by assisting their
adult children living with disability
to build their independent living
skills and community participation
skills so they can live and work
more autonomously.
Carers ACT

learn
everyday skills

— ordering coffee, buying
groceries, catching a bus, going
to the gym. Importantly, this
helps them feel part of society
and, equally importantly, it is

such as making their own light
meals, completing domestic
household tasks, gardening,
interacting with the community,
shopping and healthy living.
They also strengthen their
social skills and their confidence
around new people.

improving society’s
perceptions
and acceptance of people
with disability.
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Our participants love their

‘Muscle Club’

where they follow individual
fitness plans at their daily
gym sessions to improve their
physical wellbeing.
2017 Annual Report
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Community Support
A big thank you to Shaw
Building Group who have been
loyally supporting Carers ACT to fulfil
our purpose by organising an annual
fundraising event with its suppliers,
clients and network in the building and
related industries. 2017 was their 12th
year of support.
Carers ACT and carers also benefitted
from a wide range of additional financial
support from numerous individuals
and companies throughout the year.
Thank you so much. Your support with
even the little things can make a world of
difference to a carer.

Thank you to the many individuals and
volunteers who help us and the caring
families in the ACT and southern NSW.
Particular thanks to the carers who so
generously give their time to promote
carers’ needs in the media, government,
forums and committees.
And thank you to the carers who bravely
tell their personal stories publicly so that
all Australians can begin to understand
what it’s really like to be a carer so
that positive change can occur for
future generations.

Funding Support
Carers ACT would like to acknowledge and thank our funders for their
continued support and funding:
Australian Government
Department of Social Services

ACT Government
Community Services Directorate

Australian Government
Department of Health

Carers Australia

ACT Government Health Directorate

Carers ACT
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